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Brief Biography:
I am Professor Emeritus of Operational Research at Coventry University. Before 
retirement, I taught and researched extensively in the area of statistical modelling in such 
fields relevant to this Hearing as simulation, transport networks, planning and 
econometrics.

Issue 2a: Housing Needs

Question 1

a) 1. The analysis of relevant factors for housing needs was carried out on behalf 
of Rugby Borough Council by GL Hearn (GLH). On the basis of the original SHMA, 
they concluded that Rugby’s population would grow by 26000 from 2011 to 2031, 
but the 2012 SNNP update revised that to 15000. A further revision in 2014 reduced
this again to 9000. As a result, the base demographically-led estimate for housing 
need for Rugby falls to 319 dpa  (Fig.31, LP08). 

2. Statistical estimates of the UK population did not match the 2011 census; 
after accounting for known discrepancies, a residual “Unattributable Population 
Change” was left. This UPC was about 100000 in England. After careful 
consideration, the ONS decided not to try to “correct” the NPPs for this amount. 
GLH, however, persisted in including a scenario with an “UPC adjustment”, which 
has the effect of inflating the base estimate by more than 70% to 550. This seems 
so unlikely to be true that it should be removed from consideration entirely.

b) 3. The most recent NPPs (published Oct 2017) suggest the trend in Rugby’s 
population growth is slowing further. (Updated SNNPs are not yet published.) 
Nationally, the difference between the 2014- and 2016-based NPPs would amount 
to 1.06million people by 2031. The mid-year estimates for Rugby’s population from 
2013 to 2016 were 101373 , 102500, 103443 and 103815 respectively, an average 
(and decelerating) growth rate of less than 0.8% p.a. In historical perspective, the 
remarkably fast population growth rates seen in Rugby in the decade 2001-2011 
may be seen as atypical. If Rugby were to grow at nationally projected rates (using 
the 2016 NPP) its population would increase by about 10600 by 2031—and 
currently it is growing more slowly than national rates. In my view, the demographic 
basis for the OAN proposed is more than a little shaky.

c) 4. The 2016 NPPs also reflect a national reduction in immigration rates, which 
have yet to be seen in SNPPs, but the implication of such a fall is again that GLH’s 
use of current migration trends, whether 5/6 or 10 years, is likely to bias the 
estimate of housing need upwards. This area needs to be revisited with more 
reliable data. 

d) 5. Household formation rates have been consistently over-estimated since at 
least 2008. DCLG projections then predicted an average of 280k hpa in the period 
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2008-2016. In the event, the average rate of household formation over that period 
was 152k. Nor was this just due to the economic crisis of 2008: formation rates 
effectively stopped falling around 2001. The most recent DCLG projections (2014-
based) have caught up to some extent, predicting a very gentle fall from 2.34 to 
2.21 by 2039. Their prediction for Rugby in 2031 is 6000 households more than 
currently. Bear in mind, also, that these are not based on 2016 NPPs; when DCLG 
gets round to publishing a revision (probably June 2018), this number may have 
fallen further.

6. GLH’s analysis was based on the 2012 DCLG projections, which assumed a 
lower current rate and a faster fall in rates than the latest figures. This projected 
6500 households more than currently by 2031. GLH’s Figure 27 (LP08) is 
interesting, as it suggests a rising trend in household growth, which is at variance 
with recent analysis (e.g. Oxford Economics). I believe this is because they 
used out-of-date formation rates to convert populations into households, rather than
use the real data. GLH uses this and an attempt to model a “return to (2001) trend” 
(which few economists believe in) for headship rates to create a scenario in which 
predicted households can be increased even further.

7. I cannot agree, therefore, with GLH’s use of household formation rates, and I 
believe this has significantly biased their predictions of housing need. 

e) 8. Demographics are key in any assessment of housing need. Recent ONS 
published data have undermined the case put forward in LP08, in terms of 
population projections, migration rates, and household formation. Moreover, some 
of the assumptions used by GLH for scenarios that predict higher levels (UPCs, 
headship rates) are dubious.

9. Now that new data are available, it is essential to use these updates to 
produce a more objectively-based forecast of housing need. I would be surprised if 
the base figure exceeded the 319 dpa of Fig.31 (LP08). 

f) 10. GLH also considered economic and employment effects. For this they relied 
on two econometric forecasters, Cambridge Econometrics and Experian. The first 
CE report (Aug 2013) forecast employment growth of 10900 jobs; Experian 6500. 
Initially, GLH appeared to favour the CE forecast, which led to a considerable 
increase in predicted housing need. But a revised forecast in 2014 (LP12, p.66) 
reduced the forecast to 8500 (2011-2031) of which 5400 was allocated to 2013-
2031. Housing need assessment accordingly fell to about 425 dpa. 

11. None of these forecasts are transparent. CE is known for using input-output 
models (Experian’s website is even less forthcoming), which are fairly standard 
tools, but they can be sensitive to small changes in coefficients, and should be 
subject to robustness analysis.  These reports were not commissioned by RBC, and
it is unclear whether any member of the Planning dept has studied them (or even 
has the expertise to study them) in depth. Their reliability is unknown, but the fact 
that CE can reduce its forecast by 50% in a short time suggests that a certain 
amount of caution is needed. 
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12. Having said all that, they certainly offer no support for an increase in the 
demographically-based estimate of OAN. In fact, given that GLH’s preferred 
estimate of housing need on the basis of demography is itself on shaky ground (see
above), the cumulative effect of the economic factors should probably be to reduce 
the OAN

g) 13. The market signals analysis in the original SHMA made some almost heroic 
assumptions about a return to greater affordability. I note that the analysis in LP08 
is more comprehensive and more realistic – and makes very little overall difference. 
A figure of 3% is perfectly reasonable. [I would note, however, that there is a 
growing body of opinion amongst economists that affordability is a red herring: 
macroeconomic factors are more important, and housing demand is low because of
excessively loose monetary policy.] 

h) 14. Overall, GLH’s recommendations still lean towards their 2012-based 
analysis, despite the fact they have presented recent evidence on both population 
growth and employment growth—evidence whose strength has only grown since 
their reports, evidence that suggests an OAN of 480 dpa is excessive. Elsewhere 
(LP12, p.9), GLH reports that “Rugby Borough Council has indicated that it is 
currently considering provision of …. 660 dpa.” I wonder whether that motivates 
their desire always to “go higher.”

15. I conclude that the figure of 660 dpa is wildly inappropriate, and reiterate my 
answer to (e) above.

Question 2

16. A total of 12400 dwellings in the period to 2031 is certainly no minimum; it is in fact 
too high, as I have argued above. A more objective examination of the data, updated for 
recent demographic and employment projections, would suggest that something like 400 
dpa is more appropriate—and achievable. 

Question 3

17. There is little justification for RBC to increase the annual requirement to such levels.
As already stated, neither demographics or employment needs necessitate such an 
increase. It should also be noted that barring a couple of crazy years preceding the global 
economic crisis of 2008, the average rate of housing completions has been closer to 400 
dpa for most of the 21st century (LP06, Table 14). Given the scale of infrastructure 
development needed to implement the RBLP, to build housing at a rate of 660 dpa would 
be hugely disruptive. 
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